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Abstract

We compute the elastic constants tensor and the seismic properties of KAlSi3O8

and K0.8Na0.2AlSi3O8 up to the ferroelastic transition using density-functional the-
ory and density-functional perturbation theory in the ABINIT implementation. We
observe a softening of the tetragonal shear with pressure that precedes the ferroe-
lastic transition. The Reuss shear moduli become negative at respectively 23 GPa
and 13 GPa for the two compositions considered in here. The ferroelastic transition
is associated with a strong decrease of the horizontal shear wave velocities and a
corresponding increase of the seismic anisotropy. The presence of Na enhances these
features.

1 Introduction

The large alkaline and calc-alkaline cations like K, Na, Ba, Sr are usually
incompatible with the silicatic mantle and thus they tend to fractionate in
the Earth’s crust. They can get entrained by the subduction and penetrate in
the mantle. In this geological setting their major transport means are open-
framework structures, like feldspars, certain micas and amphibole, and es-
pecially the mineral hollandite (Downs et al., 1995). At low and moderate
thermodynamic conditions prevalent in the beginning and the early stages of
the subduction process the main mineral hosts for K in the subducting slabs
are the phengite micas, the feldspar, the wadeite and the amphiboles (Irifune
et al., 1994, Dobrzhinetskaya and Green, 2007, Konzett and Fei, 2000). The
stability field of hollandite within the thermochemical conditions of the up-
per mantle is reached at about 8-9 GPa, corresponding to depths of about
300 km (Irifune et al., 1994, Urakawa et al., 1994, Schmidt, 1996, Tutti et
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al., 2001, Akaogi et al., 2004, Yong et al., 2006, Dobrzhinetskaya and Green,
2007). Once formed the hollandite can stay within this form up to very high
pressures and could potentially be transported even into the lower mantle (Hi-
rao et al., 2008). The ferroelastic phase transition, characterized by a positive
Clapeyron slope, appears at depths of about 400 to 500 km depending on
the composition. Afterwards hollandite is stable throughout the Earth’s man-
tle. The two structures, hollandite I, tetragonal, stable before the transition
and hollandite II, monoclinic, stable after the transition are very similar. In
the following we study the low-pressure polymorph, hollandite I that we will
denote hereinafter simply as hollandite.

The crystal structure of hollandite (Fig. 1) consists of tunnels with a square
cross-section, which run parallel to the fourfold axis. The tunnels are delim-
ited by double chains of edge-sharing octahedra. The cations inside the tunnels
are usually monovalent or divalent and the cations inside the octahedra are
trivalent or tetravalent. The possible size mismatch between the cations inside
the tunnels and the cations inside the octahedra may induce crystallographic
distortions leading to ferroelastic transitions under pressure or apparition in
incommensurate structures at low temperatures (Caracas, 2002, Wu et al.,
1991). From the geoscientific point of view the wide tunnels are an ideal host
for geochemically incompatible elements, like K, Na, Ba and Sr or other large
non-alkaline elements, like Pb and U. However, within the Earth’s geochemical
setting the major cation is K, which can be partially replaced by Na. Exper-
iments suggest maximum sodium limit of about 40-50 at.% for characteristic
upper mantle thermodynamics conditions (Yagi et al., 1994, Liu, 2006).

Recent in situ high-pressure studies of KAlSi3O8 hollandite (Sueda et al. 2004;
Nishiyama et al. 2005; Ferroir et al. 2006; Hirao et al. 2008) reported a non-
quenchable phase transformation from tetragonal to monoclinic symmetry at
about 20 GPa. The high-pressure phase can be indexed with a monoclinic unit
cell (space group I2/m) similar in structure with BaMn8O16 hollandite. The
transition is described by the group-subgroup relation 4/m to 2/m for which
the active representation is Bg of the point group 4/m.

Here we consider two cases: pure KAlSi3O8 and 80 at. %K - 20 at. % Na,
as K0.8Na0.2AlSi3O8, which are largely within the range of expected natural
compositions from the Earth’s upper mantle. We assume ideally disordered
structures at all pressures with Si and Al randomly distributed inside the oc-
tahedra and K and Na randomly distributed on the K site, inside the tetrag-
onal tunnels. All calculations are performed in the primitive unit cell of the
conventional tetragonal I4/m one, which hosts one formula unit.
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2 Computational details

We compute the full elastic constants tensor in the framework of the density
functional perturbation theory (DFPT) (Baroni et al., 1987, Gonze et al., 1992,
Gonze, 1997, Gonze and Lee, 1997, Baroni et al., 2001, Gonze et al., 2005a).
Here the elastic constants are expressed as the derivative of the energy with
respect to lattice strains (Hamman et al. 2005). The atomic relaxations due to
strain are taken into account from the phonon and dielectric calculations by
inverting a matrix containing the interatomic force constants, the couplings
with the strains and the couplings with the electric fields. The elastic theory is
implemented on top of the density functional theory (DFT) (Hohenberg and
Kohn, 1964, Kohn and Sham, 1965) in the ABINIT package (Gonze et al.,
2002, Gonze et al., 2005) based on planewaves and pseudopotentials.

We use the local density approximation for the exchange-correlation energy,
with Troullier-Martins type pseudopotentials. As usual with planewave basis
sets, the numerical accuracy of the calculation can be systematically improved
by increasing the cut-off kinetic energy of the planewaves and the density of
the sampling of the Brillouin zone (Payne et al., 1992). We use a 35 Ha cut-off
energy for the kinetic energy of the planewaves. We sample the reciprocal space
using a 8x8x8 regular grid of special k points according to the Monkhorst-Pack
scheme (Monkhorst and Pack 1976).

The classical method to study an intermediate term of a solid solution is the
cluster expansion model. According to this approach the properties of the
disordered solid may be inferred using the computed results for only several
selected supercells with different representative atomic configurations and then
making use of statistical physics. This model is straightforward and it can be
applied to any type of disordered structure or solid solution, but the results are
highly dependent on the quality of the sampling. Each individual calculation
is more tedious because of larger system sizes and possible losses of symmetry
due to the specific atomic configuration.

Here we adopt an alternative approach, the virtual crystal approximation
(Bellaiche and Vanderbilt, 2000). For each of the disordered sites we con-
struct a new pseudopotential called alchemical, which is obtained from mixing
the atoms that participate in the solid solution in the appropriate amounts
(Giantomassi et al, 2005,). In practice the alchemical pseudopotentials are
obtained as follows: the local potentials of the original pseudopotentials are
linearly mixed, the form factors of the non-local projectors are all preserved,
and all considered to generate the alchemical potential, the scalar coefficients
of the non-local projectors are multiplied proportionally and the core charge
cutoff radius and functions are linear combinations of respectively the radii
and the functions of the original pseudopotentials.
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This approach uses small simulation cells and preserves the symmetry, but the
mixing should be realized between chemically similar atoms. It is especially
well suited for solid solutions that do not show ordering on any scale. The the-
oretical structures and their physical properties obtained using the alchemical
pseudopotentials are in very good agreement to experimental data. This latter
approach has already been successfully applied to compute physical proper-
ties for solid solutions, like dielectric tensors (Cohen, 2007) or Raman and
elasticity (Caracas and Banigan, 2009). For example, in spinel, MgAl2O4, it
has been shown that only a partial Mg-Al disordering can explain the experi-
mental results, as the purely ordered structure would yield Raman signatures
whose intensities and artificial peak splitting disagree with the experiments.
For hollandite there is no indication about ordering on any scale of neither
K/Na nor Si/Al. Consequently the alchemical approach should give more re-
liable results than the use of supercells, no matter how complex they can be
(Mookherjee and Steinle-Neumann, 2009).

3 Results and discussion

Hollandite is tetragonal with space group I4/m and two formula units in the
conventional unit cell. The large cations, i.e. K, Na, etc., lay on the 2a Wyck-
hoff positions; the octahedrally coordinated cations, ı.e. Si and Al, are disor-
dered on the 8h Wyckoff positions; the O atoms lay on 8h Wyckhoff positions.
We perform the first-principles calculations using the primitive unit cell in or-
der to avoid the phase-corrections of the wavefunctions (that would otherwise
contribute from the neighboring Brillouin zone by folding back to the original
zone). This same restriction is highly useful as it minimizes the computational
effort by reducing the size of the unit cell. We chose the axis orientation such
as the four-fold tunnel parallel to the c axis of the primitive unit cell.

The variation of the lattice parameters with pressure for the two compositions
is summarized in Table 1. The Na-bearing hollandite has consistently smaller
lattice parameters than the K-pure term. The change in density between the
two compositions is almost entirely due to the difference in cationic masses.
The internal atomic coordinates that are not fixed by symmetry are weakly
affected by compression, as seen in Table 2. This is due to a bulk compression
of the structure under pressure, as the tetragonal symmetry does not allow
the octahedra forming the tetragonal tunnels to rotate one with respect to
the other. Our theoretical structural data are in excellent agreement with the
experimental data (Boffa Ballaran et al., 2009) with underestimations of the
lattice parameters on the order of 1.5 %.

Hollandite belongs to the tetragonal Laue group TII, which contains all crys-
tals with 4̄, 4/m and 4̄/m point groups. For this class of symmetry there are
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seven independent second-order elastic constants, which after full symmetriza-
tion of the elastic constants tensor are: C11, C12, C13, C33, C44, C66 and C16.

The values of the elastic constants as a function of pressure are listed in Ta-
ble 3. C11 becomes smaller for the Na-bearing samples with increasing pressure.
The difference between the K-pure term and the Na-bearing compositions is
accentuated under pressure. C12 and C66 show a decrease between the K-pure
and Na-bearing compositions. The decrease, roughly independent of pressure,
is related to the change in size of the cations situated inside the tetragonal
tunnels of the structure: the K0.8Na0.2 cation is smaller than pure K. This size
difference also leads to a decrease of the unit cell volume by 0.7% at 20GPa,
as discussed above. The effect on elastic constants is more important for C66

(about 15% decrease) than C12 (about 7% decrease). As a direct result the
softening of the tetragonal shear, C11-C12, is different between K-pure and Na-
bearing compositions, being more accentuated in the latter. C44, C13 and C16

are weakly affected by the presence of Na, as they correspond to distortions
of the SiO6 octahedral framework of the structure.

The expression of the elastic moduli for crystals in the Laue TII symmetry
class has not been derived analytically. The difficulty arises from the presence
of the off-diagonal shear elastic constant C16. However it is possible to define
a rotation of the elastic constants tensor around the [001] axis with an angle
θ:

R(θ) =

∣
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∣
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∣

∣

∣
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∣
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cos(θ) −sin(θ) 0
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∣

∣

∣
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(1)

in such a way that the resulting elastic constant C ′

16
of the rotated tensor is

zero. Using the full tensorial notation and the relation for tensor rotation:

C ′

ijkl =
∑

a,b,c,d

RiaRjbRkcRldCabcd (2)

after solving out the math, the condition θ should fulfill is:

θ =
1

4
atan(−

4C1112

C1111 − C1122 − 2C1212

) (3)

.

In this new setting the number of symmetry-independent elastic constants is
reduced to six: C11, C12, C13, C33, C44 and C66. Their variation with pressure is
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shown in Figure 2. This procedure has been also described when characterizing
the elasticity of selected scheelites (Farley et al., 1975, Blanchfield et al., 1982).

Standard formulas for the shear (G), bulk (K), and Young (Y) elastic moduli
for the tetragonal Laue class I in the Voigt and Reuss averages, labeled with
respectively subscripts V and R, can then be applied:

KV =
2C11 + C33 + 2C12 + 4C13

9
(4)

GV =
2C11 + C33 − C12 − 2C13 + 6C44 + 3C66

15
(5)

KR =
1

2S11 + S33 + 2S12 + 4S13

(6)

GR =
15

8S11 + 4S33 − 4S12 − 8S13 + 6S44 + 3S66

(7)

Y =
9KG

3K + G
(8)

The Voigt elastic moduli of the two compositions are listed in Table 4 and
their variation as a function of pressure is shown in Fig. 3. They show an
almost linear increase with increasing pressure. The Na-bearing composition
is softer than the K-pure term. The difference between the two compositions is
accentuated with pressure, at about 1.8% at ambient pressure conditions and
reaching about 7% reduction at 20GPa. The derivative of the elastic moduli
versus pressure are respectively 1.20, 4.37 and 3.51 for the shear (G), bulk
(K), and Young (Y) moduli in the K-end member and 0.55, 2.88 and 1.84 for
respectively G, K and Y of the Na-bearing term. The bulk modulus in the
Reuss formulation is positive, increases with pressure, and has a smaller but
similar value as the one obtained from the Voigt average. The Poisson ratio,
µ = Y/2G− 1, has values between 0.23 up to 0.3, which follow in the normal
range of values expected for ceramics. The hardening of the Poisson ratio is
more pronounced in the Na-bearing term, but the change is minimal.

Unfortunately this treatment is missing from a recent study of the elastic-
ity of KAlSi3O8 hollandite, which is based on the finite-differences approach
(Mookherjee and Steinle-Neumann, 2009). Ignoring the rotation of the tensor
induces differences in the shear bulk moduli in the Reuss formulation. These
errors decrease the value of the Reuss shear modulus; their effect scales with
the size of the C16 elastic constants. As the value of the off-diagonal C16 con-
stants increases under compression, the errors induced by neglecting this term
in the moduli formulation are more important in the high-pressure region.

The most remarkable feature of hollandite under pressure is the ferroelastic
transition. This transition is seen in the first-principles calculations by the soft-
ening of the tetragonal shear, the C11-C12 combination of the elastic constants

6
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in the Laue II setting and by the softening of the C66 elastic constant in the
Laue I setting. Apart form the softening of C11-C12, Mookherjee and Steinle-
Neumann (2009) see softening of C66 but also of C11 in the Laue I setting.
They both appear at larger pressures (more than 10%) than both the ex-
perimental measurements and our calculations for the ferroelastic transition.
This discrepancy might be due to the use of supercells, as our calculations
that use the alchemical approach yield a transition pressure within 2% of the
experimental value.

For the K-pure phase C66 becomes negative at about 23 GPa; for the Na-
bearing composition the softening is faster, C66 passing the elastic stability
condition at about 13-14 GPa. This softening of C66 is reflected in the softening
of the Reuss elastic moduli that precedes the ferroelastic transition. For the
K-end member both Y and G become negative at respectively 22 and 23
GPa. For the Na-bearing term both Y and G become negative at about 13-
14 GPa (Figure 3). The theoretical instability values are slightly different
than the experimental values of the phase transition, which are about 20 GPa
for the K-pure term (Sueda et al. 2004; Nishiyama et al. 2005; Ferroir et
al. 2006; Hirao et al. 2008) and about 17 GPa for the 20 %Na composition
(Boffa Ballaran et al., 2009), but nevertheless remain within reasonable values
expected within the density-functional theory. Moreover the coupling between
the Bg phonon mode that softens under pressure (Boffa Ballaran et al., 2009)
and the shear instability may lead to a further adjustment of the theoretical
transition pressure.

The variation of the compressional, Vp and shear, Vs, seismic wave velocities
for homogeneous aggregates as a function of pressure, as calculated from the
Voigt elastic moduli, is represented in Figure 4. Both compositions show an
increase of the wave velocities as a function of pressure. The Na-bearing term
is slightly softer than the K-pure term. The difference goes from 0.2 % at
a pressure of 0 GPa up to 1.7-1.8 % at pressures of 20 GPa for both Vp

and Vs, and up to 3.1 % for Vp and to 4.3 % for Vs at 40GPa. The density
variation between the two compositions is mainly due to the difference in
mass (2.55 %) and not so much to a difference in the volume of the unit cell
(1.3 % at 40 GPa). However shear seismic waves traveling perpendicular to
the tetragonal four-fold axis exhibit a strong decrease in velocity close to the
ferroelastic transitions, as expected. This is obvious from Table 5 where we
list the velocities of the seismic waves traveling along the [001] and the [100]
directions.

The seismic anisotropy of the compressional waves decreases with increasing
pressure and increases with Na content, but remains relatively weak. The
seismic anisotropy of the shear waves, defined as the relative difference between
the two shear components (Vs1-Vs2)/Vs2, is instead very pronounced. This
can be easily explained considering the crystal structure: the propagation of

7
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the shear wave implies deformations of the framework of Al/SiO6 octahedra.
These deformations are easily accommodated in the basal plane because of
the weak K-O bonds and the square tunnels would deform to become rhombi.
However the deformations of the octahedral framework along the fourfold axes
involves octahedral tilts that require larger amounts of energy because of the
edge-sharing connectivity and are unfavorable.

Despite being a minor phase, its shear wave anisotropy prior to the ferroelastic
transition is strong enough for hollandite to be able to present a significant
contribution to the mantle seismic anisotropy. The sedimentary cover of the
subducting slabs is rich in K-bearing phases such as micas and feldspars. At
moderate conditions, beyond the stability field of phengite micas, the only
remaining K-bearing phase is hollandite. This will then be a common minor
phase in subducting environments able to survive throughout the subduction
cycle even down to the bottom of the lower mantle. Consequently any ex-
haustive study of the elastic and thermodynamic properties of the subducted
sediments in the mantle need to take into account hollandite in order to be
complete.

Even if it would not be seismically visible by itself, the presence of hollandite
in subducting slabs would release some of the constraints that are imposed on
the lattice-preferred orientation of olivine and pyroxene crystals (Mainprice et
al., 2000, Karato et al., 2008) to explain the seismic observations. Thus our
results show that further mineralogical and seismic models of K-rich regions
of the upper mantle should also consider the seismic signature of hollandite
and of its ferroelastic transition.
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Table 1
Variation of the lattice parameters with pressure for KAlSi3O8 (columns 2-4) and
K0.8Na0.2AlSi3O8 (columns 5-7) hollandite. Values correspond for the conventional
unit cell. The structural anisotropy, defined as a/c is remarkably unaffected by
chemistry.

P(GPa) a (Å) c(Å) a:c a(Å) c(Å) a:c

0 9.203 2.694 3.416 9.157 2.683 3.413

5 9.078 2.668 3.403

10 9.007 2.654 3.394

20 8.928 2.642 3.380 8.885 2.629 3.379

40 8.725 2.600 3.356 8.687 2.587 3.358

Table 2
Variation of the reduced general atomic coordinates of hollandite. There is a weak
dependence with pressure due to the rigidity of the tetragonal tunnels. The xT and
yT are respectively the x and y coordinates of the cations residing in the tetrahedral
sites. the other columns relates to the oxygen coordinates.

P(GPa) xT yT xO1 yO1 xO2 yO2

KAlSi3O8

0 0.350 0.166 0.154 0.203 0.541 0.164

20 0.350 0.167 0.152 0.199 0.541 0.164

40 0.350 0.168 0.151 0.196 0.542 0.164

K0.2Na0.2AlSi3O8

0 0.351 0.167 0.153 0.201 0.542 0.164

5 0.351 0.167 0.153 0.200 0.542 0.164

10 0.351 0.167 0.152 0.199 0.542 0.164

20 0.351 0.168 0.151 0.197 0.542 0.164

40 0.351 0.169 0.150 0.194 0.542 0.164
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Table 3
Elastic constants (in GPa) computed using the density functional perturbation the-
ory for KAlSi3O8 and K0.8Na0.2AlSi3O8 hollandite as a function of pressure (P, in
GPa). MSN = values taken from Mookerjeee and Steinle-Neumann, 2009.

P C11 C33 C12 C13 C44 C66 C16 C11-C12

K1Na0

0 303 517 202 123 175 139 44 101

20 403 651 310 150 189 189 75 93

40 502 780 453 225 243 174 115 49

0[MSN] 342 568 186 118 165 129 -

K0.8Na0.2

0 303 556 187 111 167 116 46 116

5 298 581 207 121 174 110 55 91

10 322 600 236 132 182 113 63 85

20 342 648 288 145 188 124 72 55
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Table 4
Voigt-averaged elastic bulk (K), shear (G) and Young (Y) moduli (in GPa), Pois-
son’s ratio (ν), density (ρ, in g/cm3) and the corresponding compressional (Vp) and
shear (Vs) wave velocities (in km/s) for KAlSi3O8 and K0.8Na0.2AlSi3O8 hollandite
as a function of pressure (P, in GPa). MSN = values taken from Mookerjeee and
Steinle-Neumann, 2009.

P K G Y ν ρ Vp Vs

K1Na0

0 224 143 353 0.237 3.993 10.19 5.98

20 297 170 428 0.260 4.327 11.00 6.26

40 399 191 494 0.294 4.604 11.91 6.44

0[MSN] 234 145 361 0.245

K0.8Na0.2

0 220 140 347 0.237 3.938 10.17 5.97

5 231 140 350 0.247 4.029 10.18 5.90

10 249 145 364 0.257 4.113 10.37 5.93

20 276 150 382 0.270 4.177 10.68 6.00
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Table 5
Seismic wave velocities (in km/s) as a function of direction of wave propagation in
KAlSi3O8 (columns 2-3) and K0.8Na0.2AlSi3O8 hollandite (columns 4-6) vs. pressure
(in GPa). The azimuthal seismic anisotropies, defined here as (Vmax-Vmin)/Vmin
and expressed in % are listed in the last two columns. The values absent correspond
to the onset of the shear instability.

P Vp Vs Vp Vs1 Vs2 An. Vp An. Vs

‖ 001

0 11.38 6.62 10.12 6.62 2.83 11.1 57.2

20 12.27 6.61 11.20 6.61 1.18 8.7 82.2

40 13.02 7.26 12.44 7.26 4.4

‖ 100

0 11.88 6.51 9.90 6.51 2.85 16.7 56.2

5 12.01 6.57 9.89 6.57 1.80 17.7 72.7

10 12.08 6.65 10.21 6.65 1.10 15.4 83.4

20 12.46 6.71 10.69 6.71 14.2

40 12.87 7.29 11.95 7.29 7.1
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Fig. 1. Crystal structure of hollandite viewed along the fourfold axis.

Fig. 2. Pressure dependence of the elastic constants of the tetragonal structure of
KAlSi3O8 (upper panel) and K0.8Na0.2AlSi3O8 (lower panel) hollandite in the Laue
TI setting. In this setting all elastic constants harden with pressure, except for the
pure shear C66 constant that softens and become negative at the ferroelastic transi-
tion pressure. The effect of the K-Na substitution with up to 20% Na is minimal all
the constants, the only clear change being the more rapid softening of C66 in case
of the Na-bearing composition.

Fig. 3. Pressure dependence of the bulk (K), shear (G) and Young (Y) elastic moduli
of the tetragonal structure of KAlSi3O8 and K0.8Na0.2AlSi3O8 hollandite in the
Voigt and Reuss formulations. The Voigt averaged moduli show an increase with
pressure. The Reuss averaged moduli are more sensitive to the elastic softening
and mark the ferroelastic phase transition occurring under pressure. The phase
transition pressure is lowered from about 25GPa for the K-pure term to 13 GPa for
Na-bearing composition.

Fig. 4. Pressure dependence of the seismic wave velocities of KAlSi3O8 and
K0.2Na0.8AlSi3O8 in the Voigt formulation. Na softens hollandite for both Vp and
Vs. The change in density follows the same pattern but is less evident than for Vp

and Vs.
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Figure 1

http://ees.elsevier.com/pepi/download.aspx?id=53112&guid=347d3fe5-ddf1-488d-bea6-4f64997b00b1&scheme=1
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Figure 2

http://ees.elsevier.com/pepi/download.aspx?id=53117&guid=38fcf1c7-63a5-4574-9a79-de0ffb7b347f&scheme=1
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Figure 3

http://ees.elsevier.com/pepi/download.aspx?id=53107&guid=d496087d-6047-48fc-b32b-eedf8f0ba062&scheme=1
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Figure 4
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